shall prove that lim£7(f)/ = 0 in J?
2 Ioc (n) #->«> except for static solutions though the operator norm of U(t) on J? 2 (n) = L This property is called local decay or decay principle. This is deduced from the followings; 1) A has no point spectrum on imaginary axis except for origin.
2) The set of functions in t: {U(t + s)f, 0<s<°°} is precompact in the space of uniformly bounded continuous ^C 2 loc (fi)-valued functions.
1) follows from Lemma 4 in §2. 3, 2) is Lemma 5 in §2. 3 and we can deal abstractly with the proof of local decay from 1) and 2). We show this in §1 which is an extension of Appendix 2 of P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips [9] to the case of contraction semigroup. The main theorem of this paper is Theorem 8.
T. Ikebe [4] , M. Matsumura [12] , K. Mochizuki [16] , [17] , G. Schmidt [21] and C. Wilcox [22] are the works concerned with existence of wave operator, local decay, limiting amplitude and eigenfunction expansions for symmetric (hyperbolic) system (general or special). There are many works of these problems for wave equation or Schrodinger operator. For example, we can give [2] , [3] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [9] , [10] , [13] , [14] , [15] , [18] , [19] , [20] . § 1. Contraction Semi-group and Local Decay 1,1. We begin by extending the classical result for one parameter group of unitary operators.
Let X and X' stand for a reflexive Banach space and its dual space, respectively. Let U(t) be a strong continuous one-parameter semi-group of contraction operators on X and A be the infinitesimal generator of U(f). Moreover, let -® COi «oDF] stand for the space of F-valued functions, which are continuous and bounded, having the uniform convergence topology on [0, °°), where F is a closed subset of some locally convex topological vector space. Particularly, when
F=C, we denote it by $^( = $^[C~]}.
We define the subset N f (u) of J3 [0>t xo by Because, we can find a subsequence {s,-} in an arbitrary sequence of real numbers {r y } which diverge to infinity such that {<&(£ + s z -)} is a uniformly convergent sequence of functions in t in the following sense, that is, 
is relatively dense in [0, °o). Since almost periodic function on [0, oo) can be extended uniquely to the almost periodic functions on (-00, +00), we have (1.1.1). Now, using that the generator A has no point spectrum on the imaginary axis, we prove that <3>00 = 0. From the mean ergodic theorem there exists v^X which is the limit vector of are zero. Hence we conclude that <!>(£) = 0 from the uniqueness theorem of almost periodic functions for their Fourier coefficients. By the construction of <!>(£) this shows that
he proof is complete.
Remark* In the above proof of Theorem 1 we have used "nonexistence of point spectrum of A on imaginary axis" only to prove that Proof. It is easy to show that ii) implies i). In fact, if A has ico as a point spectrum, there exist f^X and g^X' such that </, g>*0 and U(t)f=e'**f.
This shows /3 g (f) = |</, g>\ =*=0, in the other words, contradicts to the proposition ii).
Let us prove that i) implies ii). We fix / an element of X. Then, the set {U(t)f, 0<£<°o} is included in the subspace of X which has a countable base because U(t)f is continuous in t in the strong topology of X. Hence we assume that X has a countable base in the proof of this theorem. Let G= {g n }n=i,z,... be a countable base of X' and G n be the unit sphere of the finite dimensional subspace of X r generated by {&, --,g n }. And put is a pre-compact subset of -3 [0>0 o> Applying Theorem 1, <<p, £> must be zero, that is, <p must be zero vector. This is nothing but S(/) = 0 because S(/) = |MI-In the other words, it holds the pro-00 perty ii) because U G n generates X'. The proof is complete. «=i l B 2o To bring the previous result into a handier form for applications.
Let H be Hilbert space and F be Frechet space where H is densely injected into F. We denote the inner product of H by ( , ) and the norm of H by || • ||. Moreover, we assume that the following "Condition A" is satisfied between H and F. Let K be the closed subset {/; ||/||<l}c-fiF. We introduce the following symbols.
K s stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the strong topology of H. K F stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the topology of F. K w stands for the set K whose topology is equivalent to the weak topology of H. Then, K s , K F and K w are complete in each topology. The topology of K s is stronger than the topology of K F and the topology of K F is stronger than the topology of K W9 i.e.,
It is clear from the Condition A that K s dK F . Using (2) of the Condition A and Remark 1,
This means that a Cauchy sequence of K F is a Cauchy sequence of K w because for a fixed g^H lima-J -(g') = Q. 
Applying Theorem 1, The proof is complete.
If we assume the precompactness of the set {U(f)f} in F, we have the similar result as Theorem 2. We put = sup{liminfp y (l7(0/)}. 
P P (U(t k +s)fThus
If we make k tend to infinity, the second term converges to zero. Since £ is arbitrary, we have that
On the other hand, ||0>|| = lim /o*(*) = f(/) from (1.2.4). This implies
Since {C/(0^>} is included in the closure of {£/(/)/} in ^F is precompact in K F , too. We now prove that <3> satisfies the condition B. To do so, it is enough to show that ( 
T->00 JQ
We now denote by (&> z -, a f ) the countable pairs of real number and vector such that lim ^ (V'VC7(0«<# = a^O .
T-*«> Jo
Moreover, we have that
Hence, if we put Pu = ^a j9 P is a projection on H, i.e. P Z = P and the range of P coincides with the closure of the subspace consisted of eigenvectors whose eigenvalues are on imaginary axis. On the other hand, in the proof of Theorem 3, we can replace the assumption that A has no point spectrum on the imaginary axis by the assumption that for any real co 0 Therefore, applying Theorem 3 to f-Pf, we have the following Theorem.
Theorem 5. // / satisfies the Condition B, then
for all j . [8] and [9] for the precise discussions for these properties.)
?->°o

Here U(t)Pf is nothing but a H-valued almost periodic functions in t.
Corollary 5. // {U(t)f} is precompact in H,
Let Jl stand for the closed operator attached to A on J? 2 (£t) with D(<Jl} as definition domain. Then, the following lemma holds from the above fact applying the Hille-Yosida's Theorem.
Lemma 1. JL is an infinitesimal generator of a contraction semi-group.
We denote by U(t) the contraction semi-group generated by Jl.
Then, it holds for f^D(JL} that
4-U(t)f = JLU(t}f and U(t)fs=D(J[) . at
This equation means the mixed initial-boundary value problem (2.1.1) and U(t)f is its solution.
The case in a bounded domain.
In this section 2. 
Proof of Corollary.
Since the range of P coincides with the subspace spanned by eigenf unctions of Jl on J7(H) whose eigenvalues lie on imaginary axis, it is enough to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 2. We assume that A -ip holds the unique continuation theorem and satisfies Conditions 7, 777 and V, If (A-ifjb)u = Q, uD
(JL) and //, is real, then u must be zero.
Remark. In this lemma it is irrespective for H to be bounded or unbounded. 
3. The case in an exterior domain.
In this section 2.3 we assume that A is a constant coefficient differential operator without term C at the exterior of some bounded domain, that is, the form (Remark, we call this condition Condition VI.) and that the dimension of #-space is not less than 3 and n is an exterior domain.
Solutions of systems of constant coefficients in free space.
We consider the equation of the form
where A is of constant coefficients in whole space R n . Remark. In this Lemma it is not necessary for A to be nonsingular (i.e.) elliptic. It is sufficient to assume that A is symmetric.
This lemma has been shown in P. D. Lax and R. S. Phillips [9] Chapter 6 when the dimension of x -space n is odd. This is proved in the same way when it is even, too. In order to prove simply we use the result of D. Ludwig [11] on the Radon Transform.
We define jR 0 operator from 3)^ to 3) L z(L\S n -3) by the form : 
U t (-t)g= U(t)*g
from uniqueness of the dual operator U(t)* which give solutions of the hyperbolic system with some dissipative boundary condition. Since U 0 ( -t}g is an element of D_, too,
By using the Rellich's theorem it is clear from (2.3.7) that {U(f)f, 0<£<oo} is pre-compact in J7 2 loc (n) 8 We shall prove the following inequality: If we give £>0 and p', then there exists p" such that for all s y t and r>0 (2.3.9) In order to show this we take a C°°-function %(#) such that <1, X(x) = l in \x\>p and X(x) = Q in {\x\<p 0 } and we consider the following one.
_C 2 -norm of the first term of the right hand side of (2.
3.10) is bounded by \\(l-X(x)){U(s)f-U(t)f}\\.
So, we have that for all s, t and r>0
when ^ is even. 
in n x [0, oo ) 9*,-and / 2 (r) belongs to D(J£). So that,
72(T) =
This implies the estimate that Lemma 5 shows that Theorem 3 or Theorem 5 is applicable to the solution of (2.1.1) in the case of exterior domain, namely, we can conclude the following theorem.
Let U(t) be a semi-group such that U(f)f represents the solution of (2.1.1).
Let 31 be a subspace of J7(n) such that 31 = the closure of Range Jl = the closure of Range (£/(!) -/) = 0} . and considering Lemma 4 we have that the Range P must coincide with 31 because there is no eigenvalue of JH on imaginary axis except for the origin. In fact, let ^eJ? 2 (O) be an eigenvector with eigenvalue z> of Jl where ^ is real, the Lemma 4 shows that u must be identically zero at \x\ >p 0 for some real p 0 . Since it holds the unique continuations theorem for A-iyu, u must be identically zero on O. For the last part of Theorem from Lemma 2 i/ju = 0 is not an exceptional point. This is that Range P=3l = ~£ 2 (ti). The Theorem is proved.
